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SUBJECT: MOTION of 10/15/2019 by C. Cirillo - Req. City Mgr. Have Proper Department
Provide City Council With A Report As To How We Are Protecting The City’s Government
Computer System From Becoming Infected With Aggressive Ransomware Which Encrypts Hard
Drive Data To Prevent Access
“Malware” is any software intentionally designed to cause damage to a computer, server, client,
or computer network. Typically created by cyber-criminals, malware can take different forms,
be delivered through a variety of means, and is commonly referred to in the media as computer
viruses, worms, Trojan horses, ransomware, spyware, adware, and scareware, among other
terms. These different types of malware often work together and leverage basic psychology
principles which play on human emotions around an individual’s need for safety while
simultaneously playing on one’s natural curiosity. Malware has become a global threat with
government entities being impacted on a weekly basis.
Cyber-criminals often use current news, sensational topics, and promises of shocking photos and
video to get you to click on malicious links. Whether it is receiving an email with an attached
document (named in an enticing way), receiving a pop-up message when visiting a site (telling
your that your computer is “infected”), or receiving an email claiming something requires your
immediate attention (instructing you to click a link to reset your password), cyber-criminals
make every attempt to use anxiety and fear to their advantage. These types of attacks are
effective because they cause a person to simply react before thinking logically about the
legitimacy of the email received or the pop-up displayed on a website. Ransomware is the fastest
growing malware threat, targeting users of all types and emerging as the most visible
cybersecurity risk around the world. Hard drive data is encrypted and held ransom in exchange
for a decryption key. While ransom demands might seem high (i.e. tens of thousands of dollars);
if they aren’t paid, the system or encrypted data remains unavailable or may be deleted.
The City of Lowell’s Management Information Systems’ department (MIS) works diligently to
balance the need for internet access with the need for securing and maintaining the various
integrated and standalone city, police, and fire systems. Without providing details that could
impact the security of the city’s systems, some of the ways in which MIS protects the city’s
government computer systems include:
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•

MIS actively partners with the Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), the Multi-State Information Sharing & Analysis
Center (MS-ISAC), the Elections Infrastructure Information Sharing & Analysis Center
(EI-ISAC), the Lowell Public Schools, and several other organizations to combat the
evolving risk of malware attacks.

•

MIS has implemented proven best practices for data access, backup, recovery, and
continuation of operations in the event of a natural or manmade threat.

•

MIS works hard to educate city employees about malware, specifically reminding
everyone to avoid clicking on unsolicited links or open unsolicited attachments in emails.

•

MIS has applied for the 2019 Cybersecurity Awareness Grant Program through the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts’ Executive Office of Technology Services and
Security.
This program will award communities licenses for end-user training,
assessment, and phishing simulation designed to increase security awareness and help
mitigate gaps in our cybersecurity posture which should be addressed.

•

MIS encourages employees to change their password frequently, use strong passwords,
and to visit sites such as the “Ghost Project” website (https://ghostproject.fr) and the
“Have I Been Pawned” website (https://haveibeenpwned.com/), where your email
address(es) can easily be checked against billions of stolen credentials and help you
identify what account passwords you may need to update. While passwords are an
irritating fact of modern life and it is tricky to create and remember good ones, MIS also
encourages
everyone
visit
“Take
Control
of
Your
Passwords”
overcome these
(https://ghostproject.fr/files/Take_Control_of_Your_Passwords.pdf) to
problems with a sensible, stress-free strategy for password security.

MIS actively supports the CISA’s national campaign: “STOP. THINK. CONNECT.”, which is
designed to increase public awareness and understanding of cyber threats and empowering the
public to be safer and more secure online by emphasizing that cybersecurity is a shared
responsibility. In City Hall, each Department Head and their employees have to do their part to
keep the Internet safe. When we all take simple steps to be safer online, it makes using the
Internet a more secure experience for everyone. Securing and protecting the city’s data comes
with an ever increasing cost, and is only possible through the City Council’s support.
Please let me know if there are any questions.
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Attachments
Barracuda.com:
NPR News:
CISA Brochure:
CISA Tip Card:
CISA Document:
CISA Tip Card:
CISA Tip Card:

“Threat Spotlight Government Ransomware Attacks”
“Ransomware Attack Affects Computers in 22 Towns in Texas”
“Stop. Think. Connect.”
“Malware Tip Card”
“Ransomware And What To Do About It”
“DHS State Offerings”
“Identity Theft and Internet Scams”

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFERINGS, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) partners with the public and private sectors to
improve the nation’s cyber infrastructure.

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE CYBER COMMUNITY VOLUNTARY
PROGRAM (C3VP)
DHS launched the Critical Infrastructure Cyber Community Voluntary Program to assist
the enhancement of critical infrastructure cybersecurity and to encourage the adoption
of the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework
(the Framework), released in February 2014. The C³ Voluntary Program was created to help
improve the resiliency of critical infrastructure’s cybersecurity systems by supporting and
promoting the use of the Framework. For more information, visit www.us-cert.gov/ccubedvp.

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
The Critical Infrastructure Partnership Advisory Council (CIPAC) is a partnership between
government and critical infrastructure owners and operators, which provides a forum to
engage in a broad spectrum of critical infrastructure protection activities, like the CrossSector Cyber Security Working Group. To learn more, visit: www.dhs.gov/cipac.
The Industrial Control Systems Joint Working Group facilitates information sharing between
the Federal Government and private sector owners and operators in all critical infrastructure
sectors to reduce the risk of cyber threats to the Nation’s Industrial Control Systems. For more
information, visit www.us-cert.gov/control_systems/icsjwg or contact icsjwg@dhs.gov.

INCIDENT RESPONSE CAPABILITIES
The United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) collaborates with
Federal, State, Local, tribal, and territorial governments, the private sector, the research
community, and international entities to monitor cyber trends. US-CERT provides access
to actionable situational awareness reports; detection information about emerging cyber
threats and vulnerabilities; and cybersecurity warning and alert notifications through the
National Cyber Alert System. Visit www.us-cert.gov/cas/signup.html to subscribe to these
free resources.
Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT) coordinates
industrial control systems-related security incidents and information sharing through
Fly-Away (Incident Response) Teams with its public and private sector constituents, as
well as international and private sector CERTs. ICS-CERT also operates a Malware Lab to
analyze vulnerabilities and malware threats to ICS equipment. For additional information,
visit www.us-cert.gov/control_systems/ics-cert. To report suspicious cyber activity affecting
ICS, call the ICS-CERT Watch Floor at (877) 776-7585 or email ics-cert@dhs.gov.

DHS STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFERINGS, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES

OUTREACH & AWARENESS
DHS collaborates with its partners, including the National Cyber Security Alliance (NCSA)
and the Multi-State Information Sharing and Analysis Center, to support public outreach
and awareness activities, including National Cyber Security Awareness Month and the Stop.
Think.Connect.™ Campaign. To learn more or to request a speaker for an upcoming event,
visit www.dhs.gov/cyber or www.dhs.gov/stopthinkconnect.

CYBER ASSESSMENTS, EVAULATIONS, AND REVIEWS
The Cyber Security Evaluation Program (CSEP) performs Cyber Resilience Reviews (CRRs),
which measure adoption of maturity aspects of cybersecurity risk management using a
common, capability-based framework. A CRR serves as a repeatable cyber review of an
organization’s ability to manage cybersecurity and ensure core process-based capabilities
exist. For more information, visit www.us-cert.gov/ccubedvp/self-service-crr.
The Cyber Security Evaluation Tool (CSET) provides a systematic and repeatable approach
to assess the cybersecurity posture of ICS networks. CSET is a stand-alone software tool
that enables users to assess their network and ICS security practices against industry and
government standards and it provides prioritized recommendations. For more information,
visit www.ics-cert.us-cert.gov/assessments.

EDUCATION AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES
DHS and the National Security Agency (NSA) co-sponsor the National Centers of Academic
Excellence in Information Assurance Education (CAE/IA), CAE-Research (CAE-R), and the
two-year (CAE2Y) programs. These programs promote higher education in cybersecurity
and produce growing numbers of IA workers. For more information, visit
www.nsa.gov/ia/academic_outreach/nat_cae/index.shtml.
DHS and the National Science Foundation offer the Scholarship for Service Program (SFS)
to outstanding undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral students in exchange for government
service at a Federal agency. SFS is building a strong pipeline of skilled employees to fill critical
positions. For more information, see www.sfs.opm.gov.
The DHS Office of Cybersecurity Education & Awareness offers multiple training and education
resources, including an extensive Training Catalog, where cybersecurity professionals, and
those entering cybersecurity careers, can quickly identify the courses they need to advance
within their specialty area or to transfer skills. DHS also contributed to the development of
the National Cybersecurity Workforce Framework, which is the foundation for increasing
the size and capability of the US cybersecurity workforce. Tools and resources are available
for organizations to learn how to use the Workforce Framework and assess their own
cybersecurity workforce needs. Government personnel can also receive free cybersecurity
training. DHS provides teachers with access to free cybersecurity curriculum and resources
to help implement cyber curriculum into classrooms. DHS is also paving the way for students’
future cybersecurity careers through providing scholarships, strengthening cybersecurity
degree programs, and encouraging participation in cyber competitions. For more information,
visit www.niccs.us-cert.gov.

DHS STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFERINGS, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES

EXERCISES AND TRAINING
The Cyber Storm Exercise Series focuses on simulated cyber-specific threat scenarios
intended to highlight critical infrastructure interdependence and further integrate Federal,
State, international, and private sector response and recovery efforts. The series helps
participants assess their response and coordination capabilities specific to a cyber incident.
Contact cyberstorm@hq.dhs.gov for more information.

SOFTWARE ASSURANCE ASSISTANCE
The Software Assurance Forum brings public and private stakeholders together to discuss
ways to advance software assurance objectives. Through collaborative events, stakeholders
raise expectations for product assurance with requisite levels of integrity and security, and
promote security methodologies and tools as a normal part of business.
“Build Security In” (BSI) is a collaborative effort to provide tools, guidelines, and other
resources, which software developers, architects, and security practitioners can use to build
security into software in every phase of development. For information, visit:
www.buildsecurityin.us-cert.gov/swa or email software.assurance@dhs.gov.

Stop.Think.Connect.™ is a national public awareness campaign aimed at increasing the understanding of cyber threats and
empowering the American public to be safer and more secure online. The Campaign’s main objective is to help you become
more aware of growing cyber threats and arm you with the tools to protect yourself, your family, and you community. For more
information visit http://www.dhs.gov/stopthinkconnect.

www.dhs.gov/stopthinkconnect

IDENTITY THEFT AND
INTERNET SCAMS
TIP CARD
Now, more than ever, people are sharing sensitive personal information about
themselves online. Technology allows us to connect to each other around the world no
matter our location, bank and shop online, and even control our televisions, homes, and
cars from our smartphones. With this added convenience comes an increased risk of
identity theft and Internet scams. Every time we connect to the Internet – at home, at
school, at work, or on our mobile devices – we make decisions that affect our
cybersecurity.

DID YOU KNOW?




Roughly half of American adults (110 million) had their personal information exposed
by cybercriminals in 2015 alone.1
Two-thirds of Americans (65 percent) who use the Internet received at least one
online scam offer during 2013.2
Identity theft has been at the top of the Federal Trade Commission’s Top Consumer
Complaints list for 15 years in a row.3

COMMON INTERNET SCAMS
Just as technology continues to move forward, making our lives easier and more
connected, cybercriminals will use more sophisticated techniques to exploit technology
to steal your identity, your personal information, and your money. To help protect
yourself against online threats, here is a list of common Internet frauds from the Federal
Trade Commission.


Identity theft is the illegal use of someone else's personal information in order to
obtain money or credit. How will you know if you’ve been a victim of identity theft?
You might get bills for products or services you did not purchase. Your bank account
might have withdrawals you didn’t expect. You may see unauthorized charges on
your credit cards. You may even see new accounts opened in your name that you
did not authorize. You may fail to receive regular bills or mail. You may be
unexpectedly denied for a credit application (when you believe you should qualify).



Phishing attacks use email or malicious websites to collect personal and financial
information or infect your machine with malware and viruses. Cybercriminals use
legitimate-looking emails that encourage people to click on a link or open an
attachment. The email they send can look like it is from an authentic financial
institution, e-commerce site, government agency, or any other service or business.



Imposter scams happen when you receive an email or call seemingly from a

1

Ponemon Institute, “2015 Cost of Cyber Crime Stud: Global”, 2015.
AARP, “Caught in the Scammer’ Net Risk Factors That May Lead to Becoming an Internet Fraud Victim”, 2014.
3 Federal Trade Commission, Top Complaints, 2014.
2

government official, family member, or friend requesting that you wire them money to
pay taxes or fees, or to help someone you care about.


“You’ve Won” scams occur when you get an email telling you that you have won a
prize, lottery, or sweepstakes. Though the person seems excited for you to collect
your winnings, they then tell you there is a fee or tax to pay for the prize and request
your credit card or bank account information.



Healthcare scams happen when you receive a call, email, or letter that promises big
savings on health insurance but claims that you need to provide your Medicare or
health insurance information, Social Security number, or financial information to take
advantage of the deal.

SIMPLE TIPS
There are many steps consumers can take to avoid becoming victims of identity theft or
online scams.









When in doubt, throw it out. Links in email, tweets, posts, and online advertising
are often the way cybercriminals compromise your computer. If it looks suspicious,
even if you know the source, it’s best to delete it. You also have the option, if
appropriate, to mark it as “junk email” so you no longer receive emails from this
sender.
Think before you act. Be wary of communications that implore you to act
immediately, offer something that sounds too good to be true, or ask for personal
information.
Make passwords long and strong. Create a password with eight characters or
more that uses a combination of numbers, letters, and symbols.
Guard your personal information. Keep Social Security numbers, account
numbers, and passwords private, as well as specific information about yourself.
Use stronger authentication. Using stronger authentication requires that you use
your password in conjunction with an additional piece of information (such as a PIN
sent to your mobile device) to verify your identity. Even if a cybercriminal is trying to
access your account and has captured your password, they still cannot get account
access without the second component, if you have instituted stronger authentication.
Visit www.lockdownyourlogin.com for more information on stronger authentication.
Unique account, unique password. Create unique passwords for each account.
Keeping separate passwords for every account helps thwart cybercriminals.

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM ONLINE FRAUD
When seeking the following information online, you can take precautions to protect
yourself from fraud:
Banking
 Avoid accessing your personal or bank accounts from a public computer or public
Wi-Fi network, such as the public library. Not only can cybercriminals potentially gain
access to your accounts through public Wi-Fi, but strangers can easily shoulder surf
and see the sensitive information on your computer or mobile device screen.
 Don’t reveal personally identifiable information such as your bank account number,
Social Security number, or date of birth to unknown sources.



When paying a bill online or making an online donation, be sure that you type the
website URL into your browser instead of clicking on a link or cutting and pasting it
from the email.

Shopping
 Make sure the website address starts with “https”; the “s” stands for secure.
 Look for the padlock icon at the bottom of your browser, which indicates that the site
uses encryption.
 Type new website URLs directly into the address bar instead of clicking on links or
cutting and pasting from the email.
Medical advice
 Be sure to find out who is providing the information and check that you are visiting
legitimate websites when you go online.
 Look for websites ending in .edu (for education) or .gov (for government) for
legitimate medical information.

RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO YOU
If you discover that you have become a victim of cybercrime, immediately notify your
local authorities to file a complaint. Keep and record all evidence of the incident and its
suspected source. The list below outlines the government organizations that you can file
a complaint with if you are a victim of cybercrime.

FTC.gov
The Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) free, one-stop resource, www.IdentityTheft.gov
can help you report and recover from identity theft.
Report fraud to the FTC at ftc.gov/OnGuardOnline or www.ftc.gov/complaint

US-CERT.gov
Report computer or network vulnerabilities to US-CERT via the hotline: 1-888-282-0870
or www.us-cert.gov. Forward phishing emails or websites to US-CERT at phishingreport@us-cert.gov.

IC3.gov
If you are a victim of online crime, file a complaint with the Internet Crime Compliant
Center (IC3) at http://www.IC3.gov.

SSA.gov
If you believe someone is using your Social Security number, contact the Social Security
Administration’s (SSA) fraud hotline at 1-800-269-0271.

MALWARE
TIP CARD
Malware, short for “malicious software,” includes any software (such as a virus, Trojan,
or spyware) that is installed on your computer or mobile device. The software is then
used, usually covertly, to compromise the integrity of your device. Most commonly,
malware is designed to give attackers access to your infected computer. That access
may allow others to monitor and control your online activity or steal your personal
information or other sensitive data.

TYPES OF MALWARE
There are many unique types of malware that can infect your computer. Below is more
information about a few of the more common types, according to the Department of
Homeland Security’s United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT):


Adware: a type of software that downloads or displays unwanted ads when a user is
online or redirects search requests to certain advertising websites.



Botnets: networks of computers infected by malware and controlled remotely by
cybercriminals, usually for financial gain or to launch attacks on websites or
networks. Many botnets are designed to harvest data, such as passwords, Social
Security numbers, credit card numbers, and other personal information.



Ransomware: a type of malware that infects a computer and restricts access to it
until a ransom is paid by the user to unlock it. Even when a victim pays the ransom
amount, the stolen files could remain locked or be deleted by the cybercriminal.



Rootkit: a type of malware that opens a permanent “back door” into a computer
system. Once installed, a rootkit will allow additional viruses to infect a computer as
various hackers find the vulnerable computer exposed and compromise it.



Spyware: a type of malware that quietly gathers a user’s sensitive information
(including browsing and computing habits) and reports it to unauthorized third
parties.



Trojan: a type of malware that disguises itself as a normal file to trick a user into
downloading it in order to gain unauthorized access to a computer.



Virus: a program that spreads by first infecting files or the system areas of a
computer or network router's hard drive and then making copies of itself. Some
viruses are harmless, others may damage data files, and some may destroy files
entirely.



Worm: a type of malware that replicates itself over and over within a computer.

WHY SHOULD WE CARE?


Most cybercrime starts with malware. Cybercriminals use it to access your computer

or mobile device to steal your personal information like your Social Security number,
passwords, credit card information, or bank account information, to commit fraud.


Once cybercriminals have your personal information, they use the data for illegal
purposes, such as identity theft, credit card fraud, spamming, and spreading
malware to other machines.

SIMPLE TIPS
•

•

•

•
•

•

Keep a clean machine: Having the latest security software, web browser, and
operating system are the best defenses against viruses, malware, and other online
threats. Keeping the software on your device up-to-date will prevent attackers from
being able to take advantage of known vulnerabilities.
When in doubt, throw it out: Links in emails and online posts are often the way
criminals compromise your computer. If it looks suspicious, even if you know the
source, it’s best to delete it.
Think before you act: Be wary of communications that implores you to act
immediately, offers something that sounds too good to be true, or asks for personal
information.
Use strong passwords. Make your password eight characters or longer and use a
mix of upper and lower case letters, numbers, and symbols.
Use stronger authentication. Always opt to enable stronger authentication when
available, especially for accounts with sensitive information including your email or
bank accounts. A stronger authentication helps verify a user has authorized access
to an online account. For example, it could be a one-time PIN texted to a mobile
device, providing an added layer of security beyond the password and username.
Visit www.lockdownyourlogin.com for more information on stronger authentication.
Back up your system. By regularly backing up your important files, you minimize
the risk of a complete system failure caused by malware.

IF YOU’VE BEEN COMPROMISED
Infections can be devastating to an individual or organization, and recovery can be a
difficult process that may require the services of a reputable data recovery specialist. If
your computer has been compromised by malware, you can either consult with a
reputable security expert to assist in removing the malware or use a legitimate program
to help eliminate the infection1. Some legitimate programs are:
•

F-Secure: http://www.f-secure.com/en/web/home_global/
online-scanner

•

McAfee: http://www.mcafee.com/stinger

•

Microsoft: http://www.microsoft.com/security/scanner/en-us/
default.aspx

•

Sophos: http://www.sophos.com/VirusRemoval

•

Trend Micro: http://www.trendmicro.com/threatdetector

1

These programs are only examples and do not constitute an exhaustive list. The U.S.
Government does not endorse or support any particular product or vendor.

The list below outlines the government organizations that you can file a complaint with if
you are a victim of cybercrime.

US-CERT.gov
Report computer or network vulnerabilities to US-CERT via the hotline: 1-888-282-0870
or www.us-cert.gov.

IC3.gov
File a complaint with the Internet Crime Compliant Center (IC3), a partnership between
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the National White Collar Crime
Center (NW3C), at www.IC3.gov.

FTC.gov
If you think your computer or mobile device has been infected with malware, report it to
the Federal Trade Commission at www.ftc.gov/complaint.

SSA.gov
If you believe someone is using your Social Security number, contact the Social Security
Administration’s (SSA) fraud hotline at 1-800-269-0271. For additional resources, visit
the SSA at http://oig.ssa.gov/report-fraud-waste-or-abuse.

WHAT IS RANSOMWARE?
Ransomware is a type of malicious software cyber
actors use to deny access to systems or data. The
malicious cyber actor holds systems or data
hostage until the ransom is paid. After the initial
infection, the ransomware attempts to spread to
shared storage drives and other accessible
systems. If the demands are not met, the system
or encrypted data remains unavailable, or data
may be deleted.
HOW DO I PROTECT MY NETWORKS?
A commitment to cyber hygiene and best practices
is critical to protecting your networks. Here are
some questions you may want to ask of your
organization to help prevent ransomware attacks:
1. Backups: Do we backup all critical information?
Are the backups stored offline? Have we tested
our ability to revert to backups during an incident?
2. Risk Analysis: Have we conducted a
cybersecurity risk analysis of the organization?
3. Staff Training: Have we trained staff on
cybersecurity best practices?
4. Vulnerability Patching: Have we implemented
appropriate patching of known system
vulnerabilities?
5. Application Whitelisting: Do we allow only
approved programs to run on our networks?
6. Incident Response: Do we have an incident
response plan and have we exercised it?
7. Business Continuity: Are we able to sustain
business operations without access to certain
systems? For how long? Have we tested this?
8. Penetration Testing: Have we attempted to hack
into our own systems to test the security of our
systems and our ability to defend against
attacks?

HOW DO I RESPOND TO RANSOMWARE?
Implement your security incident response and
business continuity plan. It may take time for
your organization’s IT professionals to isolate and
remove the ransomware threat to your systems
and restore data and normal operations. In the
meantime, you should take steps to maintain your
organization’s essential functions according to your
business continuity plan. Organizations should
maintain and regularly test backup plans, disaster
recovery plans, and business continuity
procedures.
Contact law enforcement immediately. We
encourage you to contact a local FBI 1 or USSS 2
field office immediately to report a ransomware
event and request assistance.
There are serious risks to consider before
paying the ransom. We do not encourage paying
a ransom. We understand that when businesses
are faced with an inability to function, executives
will evaluate all options to protect their
shareholders, employees, and customers. As you
contemplate this choice, consider the following
risks:
• Paying a ransom does not guarantee an
organization will regain access to their data; in
fact, some individuals or organizations were
never provided with decryption keys after having
paid a ransom.
• Some victims who paid the demand have
reported being targeted again by cyber actors.
• After paying the originally demanded ransom,
some victims have been asked to pay more to get
the promised decryption key.
• Paying could inadvertently encourage this
criminal business model.

1
2

https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field/listing_by_state
http://www.secretservice.gov/contact/

Protecting Your Networks from Ransomware
•••

Protecting Your
Networks from
Ransomware
Ransomware is the fastest growing malware threat, targeting users
of all types—from the home user to the corporate network. On
average, more than 4,000 ransomware attacks have occurred daily
since January 1, 2016. This is a 300-percent increase over the
approximately 1,000 attacks per day seen in 2015. There are very
effective prevention and response actions that can significantly
mitigate the risk posed to your organization.

Ransomware targets home users, businesses, and
government networks and can lead to temporary or
permanent loss of sensitive or proprietary information,
disruption to regular operations, financial losses incurred to
restore systems and files, and potential harm to an
organization’s reputation.
Ransomware may direct a user to click on a link to pay a
ransom; however, the link may be malicious and could lead to
additional malware infections. Some ransomware variants
display intimidating messages, such as:
“Your computer was used to visit websites with
illegal content. To unlock your computer, you must
pay a $100 fine.”

What is
Ransomware?
•••

Ransomware is a form of
malware that targets your
critical data and systems for
the purpose of extortion.
Ransomware is frequently
delivered through
spearphishing emails. After
the user has been locked
out of the data or system,
the cyber actor demands a
ransom payment. After
receiving payment, the
cyber actor will purportedly
provide an avenue to the
victim to regain access to
the system or data. Recent
iterations target enterprise
end users, making
awareness and training a
critical preventive measure.

“You only have 96 hours to submit the payment. If
you do not send money within provided time, all
your files will be permanently encrypted and no one
will be able to recover them.”

2

Protecting Your Networks from Ransomware
•••

Protecting Your Networks
Educate Your Personnel
Attackers often enter the organization by tricking a user to disclose a password or click on a
virus-laden email attachment.
Remind employees to never click unsolicited links or open unsolicited attachments in emails.
To improve workforce awareness, the internal security team may test the training of an
organization’s workforce with simulated phishing emails1.

Proactive Prevention is the Best Defense
Prevention is the most effective defense against ransomware and it is critical to take
precautions for protection. Infections can be devastating to an individual or organization, and
recovery may be a difficult process requiring the services of a reputable data recovery
specialist.
The U.S. Government (USG) recommends that users and administrators take the following
preventive measures to protect their computer networks from falling victim to a ransomware
infection:

Preventive Measures
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Implement an awareness and training program. Because end users are targets,
employees and individuals should be aware of the threat of ransomware and how it is
delivered.
Enable strong spam filters to prevent phishing emails from reaching the end users and
authenticate inbound email using technologies like Sender Policy Framework (SPF),
Domain Message Authentication Reporting and Conformance (DMARC), and
DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) to prevent email spoofing.
Scan all incoming and outgoing emails to detect threats and filter executable files from
reaching end users.
Configure firewalls to block access to known malicious IP addresses.
Patch operating systems, software, and firmware on devices. Consider using a
centralized patch management system.
Set anti-virus and anti-malware programs to conduct regular scans automatically.
Manage the use of privileged accounts based on the principle of least privilege: no
users should be assigned administrative access unless absolutely needed; and those
with a need for administrator accounts should only use them when necessary.

1

For additional information on Avoiding Social Engineering and Phishing Attacks, please see US-CERT Security
Tip (ST04-014), available at: https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/tips/ST04-014
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Protecting Your Networks from Ransomware
•••

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Configure access controls—including file, directory, and network share permissions—
with least privilege in mind. If a user only needs to read specific files, the user should
not have write access to those files, directories, or shares.
Disable macro scripts from office files transmitted via email. Consider using Office
Viewer software to open Microsoft Office files transmitted via email instead of full office
suite applications.
Implement Software Restriction Policies (SRP) or other controls to prevent programs
from executing from common ransomware locations, such as temporary folders
supporting popular Internet browsers or compression/decompression programs,
including the AppData/LocalAppData folder.
Consider disabling Remote Desktop protocol (RDP) if it is not being used.
Use application whitelisting, which only allows systems to execute programs known and
permitted by security policy.
Execute operating system environments or specific programs in a virtualized
environment.
Categorize data based on organizational value and implement physical and logical
separation of networks and data for different organizational units.

Business Continuity Considerations
•
•
•

Back up data regularly. Verify the integrity of those backups and test the restoration
process to ensure it is working.
Conduct an annual penetration test and vulnerability assessment.
Secure your backups. Ensure backups are not connected permanently to the computers
and networks they are backing up. Examples are securing backups in the cloud or
physically storing backups offline. Some instances of ransomware have the capability to
lock cloud-based backups when systems continuously back up in real time, also known
as persistent synchronization. Backups are critical in ransomware recovery and
response; if you are infected, a backup may be the best way to recover your critical
data.

What to Do If Infected with Ransomware
Should preventive measures fail, the USG recommends that organizations consider taking the
following steps upon an infection with ransomware:
•

Isolate the infected computer immediately. Infected systems should be removed
from the network as soon as possible to prevent ransomware from attacking network or
share drives.

•

Isolate or power-off affected devices that have not yet been completely corrupted.
This may afford more time to clean and recover data, contain damage, and prevent
worsening conditions.
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•

Immediately secure backup data or systems by taking them offline. Ensure
backups are free of malware.

•

Contact law enforcement immediately. We strongly encourage you to contact a local
field office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) or U.S. Secret Service
immediately upon discovery to report a ransomware event and request assistance.

•

If available, collect and secure partial portions of the ransomed data that might
exist.

•

If possible, change all online account passwords and network passwords after
removing the system from the network. Furthermore, change all system passwords
once the malware is removed from the system.

•

Delete Registry values and files to stop the program from loading.

Implement your security incident response and business continuity plan. Ideally,
organizations will ensure they have appropriate backups, so their response to an attack will
simply be to restore the data from a known clean backup. Having a data backup can eliminate
the need to pay a ransom to recover data.
There are serious risks to consider before paying the ransom. USG does not encourage
paying a ransom to criminal actors. However, after systems have been compromised, whether
to pay a ransom is a serious decision, requiring the evaluation of all options to protect
shareholders, employees, and customers. Victims will want to evaluate the technical feasibility,
timeliness, and cost of restarting systems from backup. Ransomware victims may also wish to
consider the following factors:
•

Paying a ransom does not guarantee an organization will regain access to their data; in
fact, some individuals or organizations were never provided with decryption keys after
paying a ransom.

•

Some victims who paid the demand were targeted again by cyber actors.

•

After paying the originally demanded ransom, some victims were asked to pay more to
get the promised decryption key.

•

Paying could inadvertently encourage this criminal business model.

How Law Enforcement Can Help
Any entity infected with ransomware should contact law enforcement immediately. Law
enforcement may be able to use legal authorities and tools that are unavailable to most
organizations. Law enforcement can enlist the assistance of international law enforcement
partners to locate the stolen or encrypted data or identify the perpetrator. These tools and
relationships can greatly increase the odds of successfully apprehending the criminal, thereby
preventing future losses.
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Federal law enforcement places a priority on conducting cyber investigations in a manner that
causes minor disruption to a victim entity’s normal operations and seeks to work cooperatively
and discreetly with that entity. Federal law enforcement uses investigative measures that avoid
unnecessary downtime or displacement of a company’s employees. Federal law enforcement
closely coordinates its activities with the affected organization to avoid unwarranted disclosure
of information.
As an affected entity recovers from a cybersecurity incident, the entity should initiate measures
to prevent similar incidents. Law enforcement agencies and the Department of Homeland
Security’s National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center can assist
organizations in implementing countermeasures and provide information and best practices for
avoiding similar incidents in the future. Additionally, the affected organization should conduct a
post-incident review of their response to the incident and assess the strengths and
weaknesses of its incident response plan.

Ransomware Variants 2
Ransomware is a growing criminal activity involving numerous variants. Since 2012 when
police locker ransomware variants first emerged, ransomware variants have become more
sophisticated and destructive. Some variants encrypt not just the files on the infected device,
but also the contents of shared or networked drives, externally attached storage media
devices, and cloud storage services that are mapped to infected computers. These variants
are considered destructive because they encrypt users’ and organizations’ files, and render
those files useless until a ransom is paid.
Recent federal investigations by the FBI reveal that ransomware authors continue to improve
ransomware code by using anonymizing services like “Tor 3” for end-to-end communication to
infected systems and Bitcoin virtual currency to collect ransom payments. Currently, the top
five ransomware variants targeting U.S. companies and individuals are CryptoWall, CTBLocker, TeslaCrypt, MSIL/Samas, and Locky. New ransomware variants are continually
emerging.

CryptoWall
CryptoWall and its variants have been actively used to target U.S. victims since April 2014.
CryptoWall was the first ransomware variant that only accepted ransom payments in Bitcoin.
The ransom amounts associated with CryptoWall are typically between $200 and $10,000.
Following the takedown of the CryptoLocker botnet, CryptoWall has become the most
successful ransomware variant with victims all over the world. Between April 2014 and June
2

For more information on Ransomware variants and other resources, visit https://www.uscert.gov/ncas/alerts/TA16-091A
3
Tor is free software for enabling anonymous communication. Tor directs Internet traffic through a free,
worldwide, volunteer network consisting of more than 7,000 relays to conceal a user’s location and usage from
anyone conducting network surveillance or traffic analysis. (The name derives from the original software project
name, The Onion Router.)
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2015, IC3 received 992 CryptoWall-related complaints, with victims reporting losses totaling
over $18 million. 4 CryptoWall is primarily spread via spam email but also infects victims
through drive-by downloads 5 and malvertising 6.

CTB-Locker
CTB-Locker emerged in June 2014 and is one of the first ransomware variants to use Tor for
its C2 infrastructure. CTB-Locker uses Tor exclusively for its C2 servers and only connects to
the C2 after encrypting victims’ files. Additionally, unlike other ransomware variants that utilize
the Tor network for some communication, the Tor components are embedded in the CTBLocker malware, making it more efficient and harder to detect. CTB-Locker is spread through
drive-by downloads and spam emails.

TeslaCrypt
TeslaCrypt emerged in February 2015, initially targeting the video game community by
encrypting gaming files. These files were targeted in addition to the files typically targeted by
ransomware (documents, images, and database files). Once the data was encrypted,
TeslaCrypt attempted to delete all Shadow Volume Copies and system restore points to
prevent file recovery. TeslaCrypt was distributed through the Angler, Sweet Orange, and
Nuclear exploit kits.

MSIL or Samas (SAMSAM)
MSIL or Samas (SAMSAM) was used to compromise the networks of multiple U.S. victims,
including 2016 attacks on healthcare facilities that were running outdated versions of the
JBoss content management application. SAMSAM exploits vulnerable Java-based Web
servers. SAMSAM uses open-source tools to identify and compile a list of hosts reporting to
the victim’s active directory. The actors then use psexec.exe to distribute the malware to each
host on the network and encrypt most of the files on the system. The actors charge varying
amounts in Bitcoin to provide the decryption keys to the victim.

Locky
In early 2016, a destructive ransomware variant, Locky, was observed infecting computers
belonging to businesses globally, including those in the United States, New Zealand, Australia,
Germany and the United Kingdom. Locky propagates through spam emails that include
malicious Microsoft Office documents or compressed attachments (e.g., .rar, .zip) that were
previously associated with banking Trojans such as Dridex and Pony. The malicious
attachments contain macros or JavaScript files to download the Locky files. Recently, this
ransomware has also been distributed using the Nuclear Exploit Kit.
4

This number includes additional costs incurred by the victim. Expenses may be associated with network
mitigation, network countermeasures, loss of productivity, legal fees, IT services, and the purchase of credit
monitoring services for employees or customers.
5
Drive by download” is the transfer of malicious software to the victim’s computer without the knowledge of or any
action by the victim.
6
“Malvertizing,” is the use of malicious ads on legitimate websites. These malicious ads contain code that will
infect a user’s computer without any action from the user (i.e., the user does not have to click on the ad to
become infected).
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Links to Other Types of Malware
Systems infected with ransomware are also often infected with other malware. In the case of
CryptoLocker, a user typically was infected by opening a malicious attachment from an email.
This malicious attachment contained Upatre, a downloader, which infected the user with
GameOver Zeus. GameOver Zeus was a variant of the Zeus Trojan used to steal banking
information and other types of data. After a system became infected with GameOver Zeus,
Upatre would also download CryptoLocker. Finally, CryptoLocker encrypted files on the
infected system and demanded a ransom payment.
The disruption operation against the GameOver Zeus botnet also affected CryptoLocker,
demonstrating the close ties between ransomware and other types of malware. In June 2014,
an international law enforcement operation successfully weakened the infrastructure of both
GameOverZeus and CryptoLocker.
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Federal Government Resources
Reporting
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Cyber Task Forces
www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field
Internet Crime Complaint Center
www.ic3.gov

United States Secret Service

Electronic Crimes Task Force
www.secretservice.gov/investigation/#field
Local Field Offices
www.secretservice.gov/contact/

Mitigation
Department of Homeland Security
United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT)
www.us-cert.gov
NIST Cybersecurity Framework:
http://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/
NSA/IAD Top 10 Information Assurance Mitigations Strategies:
https://www.iad.gov/iad/library/ia-guidance/iads-top-10-information-assurance-mitigationstrategies.cfm
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Texas state Capitol building in Austin. This week, state officials confirmed that 22 municipalities have been
infiltrated and ransom demanded.
Bill Clark/CQ-Roll Call/Getty Images

Updated at 10:00 a.m. Wednesday ET
Texas is the latest state to be hit with a cyberattack, with state officials confirming
this week that computer systems in 22 municipalities have been infiltrated by hackers
demanding a ransom. A mayor of one of those cities said the attackers are asking for
$2.5 million to unlock the files.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation and state cybersecurity experts are examining
the ongoing breach, which began Friday morning and has affected mostly smaller
local governments. Officials have not disclosed which specific places are affected.
Investigators have also not yet identified who or what is behind the attack that took
the systems offline, but the Texas Department of Information Resources says the
evidence so far points to "one single threat actor."
Elliott Sprehe, a spokesman for the department, said he was "not aware" of any of the
cities having paid the undisclosed ransom sought by hackers. He said the areas
impacted are predominantly rural. The department initially put the number of cities
attacked at 23.
Two cities so far have come forward to say their computer systems were affected.
Officials in Borger in the Texas Panhandle, said the attack has affected city business
and financial operations. Birth and death certificates are not available online, and the
city can't accept utility payments from any of its 13,25o residents. "Responders have
not yet established a time-frame for when full, normal operations will be restored,"
city officials said.

Keene, Texas, a city of some 6,100 people outside Fort Worth, was also hit, officials
announced. The city's government is also unable to process utility payments.
Keene Mayor Gary Heinrich told NPR that the hackers broke into the information
technology software used by the city and managed by an outsourced company, which
he said also supports many of the other municipalities targeted.
"Well, just about everything we do at City Hall is impacted, Heinrich said.
Heinrich said the hackers want a collective ransom of $2.5 million.
"They got into our software provider, the guys who run our IT systems," Heinrich
said. "A lot of folks in Texas use providers to do that, because we don't have a staff big
enough to have IT in house."
State officials would not comment on the nature of the attack or confirm the ransom
amount. But Heinrich said there is no way his city will be coughing up anything for
the hackers.
"Stupid people," he said of the cyber-attackers. "You know, just no sense in this at
all."

Experts say that while government agencies have increasingly been hit by
cyberattacks, simultaneously targeting nearly two dozen cities represents a new kind
of digital assault.
"What's unique about this attack and something we hadn't seen before is how
coordinated attack this attack is," said threat intelligence analyst Allan Liska. "It does
present a new front in the ransomware attack," he said. "It absolutely is the largest
coordinated attack we've seen."
Liska's research firm, Recorded Future, has found that ransomware attacks aimed at
state and local government have been on the rise, finding at least 169 examples of
hackers breaking into government computer systems since 2013. There have been
more than 60 already this year, he said.
In recent months, the data networks of Baltimore, the Georgia courts system and a
county in Utah have all been hit by ransomware.
The hacker bait tends to come in the form of a seemingly benign email with links or
attachments that, once opened, can infect a system. There are other popular ways of
tapping into government networks, Liska said, like through remote desktop systems,
which can be vulnerable to hackers.
While the attackers tend to be anonymous and their locations undisclosed, Liska said
his research has found that few are based in the U.S. Many, he said, are breaching
local government computer systems from operations based in parts of Eastern
Europe or Russia.
And sometimes local governments see no other option to restoring their crippled
networks than paying a ransom demanded by hackers. In Lake City, Fla., a town of
about 12,000 residents, officials paid $460,000 in the form of bitcoin, the preferred
payment method among cybercriminals.

"They turned off the servers. They literally went room through room through city
hall, unplugging people's networks cables and turning off all the computers," Mike
Lee, a sergeant with the Lake City Police Department, told NPR in July.
The ransom was paid by insurance, but taxpayers were still on the hook for a $10,000
deductible.
The Recorded Future study found that about 17% of local agencies hit with
ransomware viruses paid up, a practice federal law enforcement officials discourage,
saying it incentivizes cybercriminals to keep engaging in the activity.
Liska said in cities he has worked with that have been preyed upon by hackers, there
are instances in which ponying up for the return of data is the only viable option.
"Sometimes the reality of the situation may call for it," he said. "If the backups aren't
working or if the bad guys have encrypted your backups, then unfortunately that's
what you're left with."
Individuals, businesses and institutions such as hospitals have been targeted by
ransomware attacks for years. With the recent attacks on state and city government,
local officials are rushing to secure their computer systems, holding new training and
backing up their servers, Liska said. But in smaller, cash-strapped localities, there
could be challenges to building a security defense.
Tad McGalliard studies local government cybersecurity at the Washington-based city
manager group ICMA. He has been pushing for municipalities to find more funding
to fight back against hackers.
"Somebody out there on the bad guy front is seeing an opportunity in local
governments and we got to make a better job of making sure our employees are as
well-trained and as well-equipped as possible," McGalliard said.

McGalliard said the Texas case should be a wake-up call to cities in remote parts of
the country.
"We might have thought this was a big city problem, or at least an affluent city or
county problem, but I think what's clear now is just about any local government is
vulnerable," he said.
In Texas, state authorities have not yet disclosed where exactly the attacks were based
or how many computers have been swept up in the breach, meaning it is not yet
known what services or data might have been compromised.
"Hitting 23 towns at once was bad, but we don't know how much damage was done,"
Liska said. "One computer in each town versus 100 computers in each town is a big
difference."

To help protect you and your family from these
cyber threats, the Stop.Think.Connect. Campaign
offers the following advice:

STOP.
Before you use the Internet, take time to
understand the risks and learn how to spot
potential problems.
Visit www.dhs.gov/stopthinkconnect for more
information on how to get involved with the
Stop.Think.Connect. Campaign.
THINK.
Take a moment to be certain the path ahead is
clear. Watch for warning signs and consider how
your actions online could impact your safety—
or your family’s.

SECURING ONE CITIZEN,
ONE FAMILY, ONE NATION
AGAINST CYBER THREATS.

CONNECT.
Enjoy the Internet with greater confidence,
knowing you’ve taken the right steps to safeguard
yourself and your computer.

Protect yourself and help keep the web a safer
place for everyone.

www.dhs.gov/stopthinkconnect

Stop.Think.Connect.TM is a national public
awareness campaign aimed at increasing
the understanding of cyber threats and
empowering the American public to be
safer and more secure online.
Cyber threats affecting you, your family,
and members of your community include:
Identity Theft

»»Phishing is a scam by which an email user is

duped into revealing personal or confidential
information that the scammer can use illicitly
or fraudulently.

»»Fraud and phishing attacks may take the

form of an authentic-looking website or a
personalized email.

»»Secure yourself from fraud and phishing
attacks by:

––Turning off the option to automatically
download attachments.

»»Identity theft is the illegal use of someone

––Saving and scanning any attachments
before opening them.

»»Identity theft can happen to anyone in any

––Before providing any kind of information,
call and verify with the source that they
are indeed the ones who sent the email.

else’s personal information in order to obtain
money or credit.
location across the country.

»»Take simple steps to protect your online
identity by:

––Locking and password protecting your
computer and cell phone.
––Not sharing specific personal information
online, such as your full name or birthday.
––Setting proper privacy settings on social
networking sites.

Fraud and Phishing

»»Fraud is the intentional perversion of truth in

order to induce another to part with something
of value or to surrender a legal right.

Cyber Bullying and Ethics

»»Cyber bullying is the electronic posting of
mean-spirited messages about a person,
often done anonymously.

»»Cyber ethics help Internet users understand

what type of online behavior is right and wrong.

»»Cyber bullying and poor cyber ethics are

threats many teens and young adults face not
from strangers, but from their own peers.

»»Whatever anyone posts online about another

person can be spread virally, resulting in
serious, unwarranted damage to an individual’s
reputation or personal well-being.

»»If you are being bullied, report it to a trusted
adult—a parent, teacher or neighbor.

»»Avoid being a cyber bully and practice good
cyber ethics by:

––Following the Golden Rule—Be nice online
and in real life.
––Not saying or doing anything online that you
wouldn’t say or do in person.
––Owning and taking responsibility for your
actions online.

Cyber Predators

»»Cyber predators are people who search online
for other people in order to use, control, or
harm them in some way.

»»Cyber predators target teens and young

adults—both male and female—on a regular
basis, regardless of whether or not the victims
are 18 or above.

»»Social networking sites enhance a predator’s

ability to target young Americans, especially if
they share personal information in their profile.

»»To protect yourself from cyber predators:
––Be aware—you never know who is behind
the screen, so be protective of yourself and
your personal information.
––If you are being targeted or harassed online,
notify your family or the proper authorities.
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Cybercriminals are targeting state and local governments across the United States with
ransomware.
Barracuda researchers have identified more than 50 cities and towns attacked so far this
year. The team’s recent analysis of hundreds of attacks across a broad set of targets
revealed that government organizations are the intended victims of nearly two-thirds of all
ransomware attacks. Local, county, and state governments have all been targets, including
schools, libraries, courts, and other entities.
Here’s a closer look at state and local government ransomware attacks and solutions to
help detect, block, and recover from them.
Note: When the following analysis was completed, only five of the 22 Texas communities
affected by a coordinated ransomware attack had been identified. Because the other towns
were not yet named, they could not be included in this analysis. Counting those 17
communities brings the total number of ransomware attacks on state and local government
in 2019 to just above 70.
More than 70 state and local governments have been hit with #ransomware so far in 2019
Click To Tweet
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Highlighted Threat
Municipal Ransomware Attacks — Cybercriminals use malicious software, delivered as an
email attachment or link, to infect the network and lock email, data and other critical files
until a ransom is paid. These evolving and sophisticated attacks are damaging and costly.
They can cripple day-to-day operations, cause chaos, and result in financial losses from
downtime, ransom payments, recovery costs, and other unbudgeted and unanticipated
expenses.

The Details
The first reported government ransomware attack took place in 2013 on the small town of
Greenland, New Hampshire. While ransomware has been around for about 20 years, the
threat has been growing rapidly recently, especially when it comes to attacks on
government. According to Cybersecurity Ventures, ransomware damages are predicted to
rise to $11.5 billion in 2019, up $3.5 billion from last year. Municipalities are among the
three biggest targets.
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Barracuda researchers analyzed 55 ransomware attacks on state, county, and local
governments that have taken place this year. Of the 55 attacks, 38 were on local
governments, 14 were on county governments, and three were on state governments. While
all types of governments were affected, most victims were small towns or big cities.
About 45 percent of the municipalities attacked had populations of less than 50,000
residents, and 24 percent had less than 15,000 residents. Smaller towns are often more
vulnerable because they lack the technology or resources to protect against ransomware
attacks. Nearly 16 percent of the municipalities attacked were cities with populations of
more than 300,000 residents.
About 45 percent of the municipalities attacked by #ransomware so far in 2019 had
populations of less than 50,000 residents, and 24 percent had less than 15,000
residents.Click To Tweet
In the 55 attacks this year, only two town governments and one country government paid
the ransom, all in June. In Florida, Lake City paid roughly $500,000 (42 Bitcoin), and Riviera
Beach paid about $600,000 (65 Bitcoin), after trying and failing to recover their data. In
Indiana, La Porte County paid $130,000 to recover its data. None of the cities attacked in
2019 so far have paid a ransom, including Baltimore, which spent $18 million to recover
from the attack.
Ransomware used in recent attacks against state and local governments includes Ryuk,
SamSam, LockerGoga and RobbinHood.
Barracuda researchers see attacks like this against government organizations on a regular
basis. Below is a recent example of an email-borne ransomware attack, detected through
Barracuda’s threat intelligence layers. Email is the most common threat vector for these
types of ransomware attacks, but the blast radius can easily reach networks, applications
and a wide variety of sensitive and critical data.
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While this study focused on attacks in the United States, there have been similar attacks
globally, with attacks hitting four communities of varying sizing in Canada as well the Dublin
tram system in Ireland and power utilities in India and South Africa.
Government organizations at all levels need preventative and defensive strategies in place,
along with disaster and recovery capabilities.
Government organizations at all levels need preventative and defensive strategies in place,
along with disaster and recovery capabilities. #ransomwareClick To Tweet
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Defending Against Ransomware Attacks
The rapidly evolving email threat environment requires advanced inbound and outbound
security techniques that go beyond the traditional gateway, including closing the technical
and human gaps, to maximize security and minimize the risk of falling victim to
sophisticated ransomware attacks.
Spam Filters / Phishing-Detection Systems
While many malicious emails appear convincing, spam filters, phishing-detection systems
and related security software can pick up subtle clues and help block potentially threatening
messages and attachments from reaching email inboxes.
Advanced Firewall
If a user opens a malicious attachment or clicks a link to a drive-by download, an advanced
network firewall capable of malware analysis provides a chance to stop the attack by
flagging the executable as it tries to pass through.
Malware Detection
For emails with malicious documents attached, both static and dynamic analysis can pick up
on indicators that the document is trying to download and run an executable, which no
document should ever be doing. The URL for the executable can often be flagged using
heuristics or threat intelligence systems. Obfuscation detected by static analysis can also
indicate whether a document may be suspicious.
Blacklists
With IP space becoming increasingly limited, spammers are increasingly using their own
infrastructure. Often, the same IPs are used long enough for software to detect and blacklist
them. Even with hacked sites and botnets, once a large enough volume of spam has been
detected, it's possible to temporarily block attacks by IP.
User-Awareness Training
Make phishing simulation part of security awareness training to ensure end users can
identify and avoid attacks. Transform them from a security liability into a line of defense by
testing the effectiveness of in-the-moment training and evaluating the users most
vulnerable to attacks.
Backup
In the event of an attack, a cloud backup solution can minimize downtime, prevent data
loss, and get your systems restored quickly, whether your files are located on physical
devices, in virtual environments, or the public cloud. Ideally, you should follow the 3-2-1 rule
of backup with three copies of your files on two different media types with at least one
offsite to avoid having backups affected by a ransomware attack.
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See what threats are hiding in your Office 365 mailboxes
This Threat Spotlight was authored by Fleming Shi with research support from Audrey Laude of
the Barracuda Research team.
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